
DAVIDE ANZIMANNI
C O N T E N T  C R E A T O R  &  T R A V E L

P H O T O G R A P H E R



DAVIDE ANZIMANNI IS A 
TRAVEL AND 

COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHER,
 BASED IN NORTHERN ITALY.
HE STARTED HIS CAREER IN 

PHOTOGRAPHY FOUR YEARS AGO, 
DRIVEN BY HIS NEVER ENDING 

DESIRE TO TRAVEL 
TO CAPTURE THE BEST SHOT.

HIS SHOTS ARE 
OF WONDER AND FREEDOM.



METRYCS AND
ANALYTICS

Facebook: 4K followers
Instagram: 140K followers
TikTok: 57K followers





AUDIENCE

Presentations are

communication tools

that can be

demonstrations, lectures,

speeches, reports, and

more. Most of the time,

they’re presented before

an audience.



AQUA DOME
The best thermal

location
in the Alps, where to

find
comfort and relax in

every corner.



UN UNICO NEGOZIO,
TANTI SERVIZI
CREATIVI

JW MARRIOTT
VENICE RESORT
& SPA

The 5-star hotel in
Venice can boast a
excellent/breathtaking
location on the island
of Rose.



JW MARRIOTT
VENICE RESORT

& SPA
A private island

located in Venice near
the mayor

sights/tourist
attraction such as

Piazza
San Marco.



  HIDEOUT
  BALI
There are moments you want
to freeze in time. 
The ones that you want to
keep in your pocket and carry
it with
you everywhere you go.
Some call it happy place.
Welcome to Hideout Bali,
where dreams come true!



  CAMAYA
  BALI
I love disconnecting and
escaping into nature oncein
a while. 
 Staying with Camaya Bali I
can wake up to views 
like these,
overlooking the jungle
or rice 
paddy fields.



GARDEN VILLAGE
BLED RESORT
Sleeping in a tree

house is everyone's
dream, and here at 
Garden Village Bled
Resort it's possible. 

A resort completely
surrounded by nature,

where you 

become part of it.



MITHRA CAVE
HOTEL

I always wanted to see the

hot air balloons of

Cappadocia, but only from

the Mithra Cave Hotel did I

witness a show that stole

my heart.

It is possible to have all the

panoramic views of the

daytime periods from the

terraces of the hotel which

is located in the center of

Cappadocia.



LA TERRAZZA SUL
DUOMO B&B
A unique B&B to enjoy a

amazing view: La Terrazza

sul Duomo is located

 in front of the Cathedral of

Santa Maria del Fiore, in

the center of Florence.

A romantic, Italian-style

place.



HILTON MOLINO
STUCKY VENICE

A finely restored ancient

mill that has become an

iconic structure, 

the Hilton Molino Stucky

is located on the shores of

the Giudecca Island, 

a few minutes by private

shuttle from Piazza San

Marco.



HATTVIKA LODGE
Hattvika Lodge is located

in an authentic fishing

area, where the

environment exudes

history and a splendid view

of the port of Hattvika, 

in the Lofoten Islands.

From here I realized my

dream of seeing the

Northern Lights!



AURORA VILLAGE
IVALO

Quiet and remote location for a

true experience 

in nature: this is Aurora Village

Ivalo.

Here you can sleep 

in a cabin with a transparent roof, 

where you can admire 

the Northern Lights.



CHALET AL FOSS
ALPRESORT

Famous for its Sky pool

 and its "Foss Breakfast", 

Chalet al Foss 

offers unique emotions

immersed in

 Val di Sole.

A magical place

that gives emotions 

in every season.



SHANGRI-LA HOTEL, DUBAI
Shangri-La Hotel, Dubai is an ideal

starting point from which to discover the

city’s dynamic energy, where modern

architecture stands side-by-side with

traditional souk markets. The hotel offers

spacious rooms with stunning views 

of the ever-evolving skyline or the

Arabian Sea. 

Asian-inspired dining options and a pool

offering unobstructed views of the Burj

Khalifa complete the experience...



ADDRESS DUBAI MARINA
Address has brought a fresh identity to

the global hospitality and service sector

by setting new benchmarks with its

gracious hospitality and exceptional

service standards. 

Positioning its messaging as ‘Where life

happens’, Address Hotels + Resorts offers

a more personal and engaging

experience to guests in a premium

lifestyle environment, enriching the lives

of its guests with luxury, style and

elegance.

 



ADDRESS SKY VIEW
DUBAI POOL

The Dubai’s Ultimate Pool.

With the iconic Sky Deck,

enviable lounging areas

and a refreshing pool bar,

the Address Sky View

infinity pool simply pushes

the boundaries of

imagination...



KATIKIES SANTORINI OIA
Inspiring deep emotions of

enchantment and fascination,

Katikies luxury hotel in Oia Santorini

is renowned for its unparalleled

services, warm atmosphere and

sense of romance uniquely

combined in an exceptional setting

and natural environment, inviting

its guests to experience moments

of pure luxury at one of the best

luxury hotels in Santorini.



KATIKIES CHROMATA
Acknowledged as a hip and eminent

contemporary design hotel, Katikies

Chromata Santorini, one of the finest

Imerovigli Santorini hotels redefines the

concept of style and elegance in

Santorini. Chromata, Santorini’s best

place to stay by far, signifies all that the

discerning traveler can expect from one

of the top 5 Stars Santorini hotels in

Imerovigli.



ALPIN PANORAMA HOTEL
HUBERTUS
Between heaven and earth, in a

picturesque place amidst the Dolomites,

lies the unique hotel in Valdaora. A place

of peace. A place of joy. A place of

inspiration. In front of the Alpin Panorama

Hotel Hubertus: the imposing Dolomite

peaks with their impressive rock faces.

Borders disappear against this backdrop;

borders between architecture and

landscape, heaven and earth, man and

nature. 



FOLLOW ME ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

 

@davide.anzimanni
davide.anzimanni@gmail.com


